
Cedar Stars Academy Hudson Valley 
Technical and Fitness Packet 

 

Day 1 

Technical (Ball and Cones 15 yards apart) 

    Each segment should be 2 minutes.  Technical work to cone, speed dribble back 

1. Inside/outside of right foot to cone 

Juggle right foot 1 minute 

2. Inside/outside of left foot to cone 

Juggle left foot 1 minute 

3. Outside/inside of right foot, then outside/inside of left 

Juggle both feet 1 minute 

4. Inside right foot touch/drag right, inside left foot touch/drag left 

Juggle alternating feet 1 minute 

5. Outside/outside/inside of right foot to cone 

Juggle all body parts feet 1 minute 

6. Outside/outside/inside of left foot to cone, speed dribble back 

Juggle (Around the World)  

Segment with short breaks between each exercise 20-25 minutes 

 

Fitness 

 

T Drill  

1. Sprint to the middle cone,  back peddle to start 

2. Sprint to the middle cone,  turn sprint to the right cone, turn  

sprint back to the middle cone then back peddle to start 

3. Sprint to the middle cone,  turn sprint to the left cone, turn  

sprint back to the middle cone then back peddle to start 

4. Sprint through to far cone (20 yds)    Cones should be 5 yards apart 

       Notes:  Turn and sprint to each cone. Do not side shuffle  10 x 1  min each/30 sec rest 

15 minutes Total 
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Day 2 

Technical(Ball and partner or wall) 

 Each player must complete 200 passes of each technical portion 

1. 2 touch inside of right foot only 

2. 2 touch inside of left foot only  

3. 2 touch outside foot touch, pass inside of right foot only 

4. 2 touch outside foot touch, pass inside of left foot only 

5. 1 touch inside of right foot only 

6. 1 touch inside of left foot only 

7. 1 touch alternate feet 

 

 

Fitness (Ball and Cones) 

 

     Line and ball jumps 

1. Feet  together side to side jumps over the line then  

sprint          

2. Feet  together forward backward  jumps over the line  

 then sprint       

3. Feet  together side to side jumps over the ball then  20 jumps, sprint 20 yards (3minutes ea.) 

sprint        (Squats 10) 4 x 1.5 min each/30 sec rest 

4. Feet  together forward backward  jumps over the ball   

then sprint       

5. Ball squats – jump over ball into squat(10) then sprint 
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Day 3 

 

Technical (Ball and partner) 

 Volleys (100 each technical portion) 

1. Inside of foot-Alternate 

2. Instep(Laces)-Alternate 

3. Thigh/Inside of foot-Alternate 

4. Thigh/Instep -Alternate 

5. Thigh/Chest Inside of foot-Alternate 

6. Thigh/Chest Instep-Alternate 

 

 

30-30 

Alternate running for 30 seconds at 75% full effort, then 30 seconds of a recovery 

jog.  Complete this for 20 minutes.   
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Add on even days (4 sets of 20 each exercise) 

LUNGES https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tTej-ax9XiA 

CALF RAISES https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQiMiUHWubw 

JUMP SQUATS https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOTO2qWRy9U 

LATERAL BALANCE HOP 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Eolp5DxmxY 

 

Add on odd days (4 sets of 20 each exercise) 

LATERAL LUNGE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1JwEN32nCQ 

STEP UPS https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZ7rbYbTK1s 

ICE SKATERS https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_DzJ2_9bjM 

ONE LEGGED ROMANIAN DEAD LIFT

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gz9l8UA_KXs 
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